Reagan Library Topic Guide – POW/MIA

Reagan Library topic guides are created by the Library staff from textual material currently available for research use. Material cited in the topic guides come from these collections:

**White House Staff and Office Collections**
White House Office of Records Management (WHORM) Subject Files
White House Office of Records Management (WHORM) Alphabetical Files.

An overview of the entire Reagan Presidential Collection is available in the Guide to Holdings.

The folders and case files listed on these topic guides may still have withdrawn material due to Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) restrictions. Most frequently withdrawn material includes national security classified material, personal privacy issues, protection of the President, etc.

**POW/MIA**

See also:  
[Vietnam](#)
[Vietnam Veterans/Vietnam Veteran’s Memorial/Vietnam Unknown Soldier](#)

**WHORM ALPHABETICAL FILE**

National League of Families  
Russell, Stuart

**WHORM SUBJECT FILE**

- **FG036-18**  
  entire category
- **FG999**  
  casefile 150618
- **FI004**  
  casefile 351065
- **ME003**  
  casefiles 600307, 613764
- **ND007-01**  
  casefile 571540

**WHITE HOUSE STAFF AND OFFICE FILES**

**DOMESTIC AFFAIRS, OFFICE OF**
Cribb, T. Kenneth: Files (Domestic Affairs)  
Box 8  
POW’s (Prisoners of War)

**LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS, OFFICE OF**
Legislative Affairs, Office of: Record  
OA 16829  
PUBLIC LIAISON, OFFICE OF
Blackwell, Morton C.: Files
Box 41
American Ex-Prisoners of War Inc.

Box 45
POW/MIA (1)(2)
POW/MIA: Inter-Agency Group
POW/MIA: National League of Families, 01/28/1982
POW/MIA: Presidential Phone Calls / POW/MIA Related
POW/MIA: National POW/MIA Recognition Day, 06/12/1981
POW/MIA: Correspondence (1)(2)
POW/MIA: Background Information Papers (1)-(3)
POW/MIA: POW’s Banquet 05/24/1981

Box 46
POW/MIA: POW/MIA's National League of Families, 07/09/1982 or 07/10/1982

Dole, Elizabeth: Files
Box 118
POW-MIA Bill Signing – 06/12/1981

Green, Max: Files
Box 43
Briefing – Prisoner of War Medal Awards, 06/24/1988 (1)-(5)

SOCIAL AFFAIRS, OFFICE OF
Fenton, Catherine S.: Files
OA 17069
06/24/1988 – POW (Prisoner of War) 15 Years of Freedom Ceremony – Presidential Medal Presentation (1)-(3)

Social Affairs, Office Of: Records
OA 18496
06/24/1988 – Medal Presentation for Prisoners of War (1)-(9)

NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL STAFF & OFFICES
Childress, Richard T.: Files
RAC Box 13
POW/MIA: Americares
POW/MIA: ASEAN (Association of Southeast Asian Nations)
POW/MIA: Australia (July 1983-April 1984)
POW/MIA: Australia (May 1984-August 1987)
POW/MIA: BBC
POW/MIA: Burma
POW/MIA: Casualty
POW/MIA: Childress – Congressional Briefing (May 13, 1986) (1)(2)
POW/MIA: CIA - Missing
POW/MIA: CIL (Central Identification Laboratory)
POW/MIA: COIN–Assist (Coincidental Travel Assistance)
POW/MIA: [Dorgan] Commission (1)(2)
POW/MIA: Congress – 1984 (1)(2)
POW/MIA: Congress – 1985 (1)(2)
POW/MIA: Congressional Report - 1985
POW/MIA: Congress – 1986
POW/MIA: Congress – 1987
POW/MIA: Congress – 1988 (1)(2)
POW/MIA Correspondence February-May 1984 [February 1984]
POW/MIA Correspondence February-May 1984 [March-May 1984]
POW/MIA Correspondence June-December 1984 [06/07/1984-06/12/1984]
POW/MIA Correspondence June-December 1984 [06/12/1984-07/01/1984]
POW/MIA Correspondence June-December 1984 [08/07/1984-08/21/1984]
POW/MIA Correspondence June-December 1984 [08/21/1984-December 1984]
POW/MIA Correspondence January-July 1985 [January-February 1985]
POW/MIA Correspondence January-July 1985 [March-05/16/1985]
POW/MIA Correspondence January-July 1985 [05/17/1985-June 1985]
POW/MIA Correspondence January-July 1985 [July 1985]
POW/MIA Correspondence August-December 1985 (1)-(4)

RAC Box 14
POW/MIA Correspondence August-December 1985 (5)(6)
POW/MIA Correspondence January-March 1986 (1)-(4)
POW/MIA Correspondence April-August 1986 (1)-(6)
POW/MIA Correspondence September-December 1986 (1)-(6)
POW/MIA Correspondence January-September 1987 (1)-(7)
POW/MIA Correspondence October-December 1987 (1)-(7)
POW/MIA Correspondence January-May 1988 (1)-(12)

RAC Box 15
POW/MIA Correspondence June-December 1988 (1)-(11)
POW/MIA Correspondence Paul Rifenburg
POW/MIA Correspondence re: Captain Arnold W. Lamp, Jr. (1)-(5)
POW/MIA Correspondence - RTC (1)-(4)
POW/MIA - Cuba
POW/MIA - Defense Intelligence Agency
POW/MIA - Department of Defense
POW/MIA – Former Presidents’ Briefing
POW/MIA – France
POW/MIA – French Experience
POW/MIA – Historical [1950-1976]
POW/MIA – Historical [1981-1986]
POW/MIA – Hong Kong
POW/MIA – IAG
POW/MIA – Indonesia (1)-(5)
POW/MIA – Intel Initiative
POW/MIA [Intelligence] - Tighe Team
POW/MIA Intelligence Reports – General
POW/MIA Intelligence Reports – Laos [1968]
POW/MIA Intelligence Reports – Laos [1982-1984]
POW/MIA Intelligence Reports – Laos [1985-1988] [contains reports and cables from 1971-1972]
POW/MIA Intelligence Reports – Vietnam [1981-1982]
POW/MIA Intelligence Reports – Vietnam [March - December 1983]
POW/MIA Intelligence Reports – Vietnam [1984] (1)(2)
POW/MIA Intelligence Reports – Vietnam [1985] (1)-(3)
POW/MIA Intelligence Reports – Vietnam [1986]
POW/MIA Intelligence Reports – Vietnam [1987]
POW/MIA Intelligence Reports – Vietnam [1988]
POW/MIA Intelligence Study
POW/MIA Irresponsible Cross-Border Forays and Private Efforts (1)(2)
POW/MIA Japan
POW/MIA Joint Casualty Resolution Center (JCRC)
POW/MIA "John Doe – Missing"
POW/MIA Kampuchea (Cambodia) (1)(2)
POW/MIA Khun Sa (1)(2)
POW/MIA Korea (1)-(5)
POW/MIA Korea – Chosin Few
POW/MIA National League of Families January 1987- December 1987
POW/MIA National League of Families August 1986-December 1986
POW/MIA National League of Families January 1985-December 1985
POW/MIA National League of Families January 1984-December 1984
POW/MIA National League of Families 1982-1983
POW/MIA NLF - July 1988 Meeting
POW/MIA NLF July 1987 League of Families Meeting
POW/MIA NLF July 1986 League of Families Meeting
POW/MIA NLF July 1985 League of Families Meeting
POW/MIA NLF July 1984 League of Families Meeting
POW/MIA NLF July 1983 League of Families Meeting
POW/MIA NLF January 1983 National League of Families Meeting
POW/MIA - League Trip 1982
POW/MIA NGO Report
POW/MIA NOK Newsletter
POW/MIA NSPG -07/24/1987 (1)(2)
POW/MIA Other Countries
POW/MIA Philippines
POW/MIA Policy 1986 - 1988 (1)(2)
POW/MIA Policy 1976 - 1985 (1)-(3)
POW/MIA PRC (1)(2)
POW/MIA PRC - Hoang Van Hoan
POW/MIA Presidential Letters re: Remains (1)(2)
POW/MIA Private POW/MIA Lobby Groups - General

04/05/2017
POW/MIA - Private Lobby Groups - Nam POW's
POW/MIA - Private Lobby Groups - Orion
POW/MIA Private Lobby Groups POW Policy Center

RAC Box 16
POW/MIA Garwood, Robert (1)(2)
POW/MIA Glomar Java Sea
POW/MIA Gritz, Bo (1)-(3)
POW/MIA Hanoi Trip – August 1987 (Vessey Mission)
POW/MIA Hendon/LeBoutillier Initiative (1)-(4)
POW/MIA Lao Trip – August 1987
POW/MIA McCain Initiative for Interest Section
POW/MIA Misinformation
POW/MIA Post-1987 Trip (1)-(4)
POW/MIA Schwab, Robert III
POW/MIA – Private Lobby Groups – Project Freedom
POW/MIA – Private Lobby Groups – River Rats
POW/MIA – Private Lobby Groups – U.S.-Indochina Reconciliation Project
POW/MIA – Private Lobby Groups – Van Atta – The Survivors/The Insiders
POW/MIA – Public Awareness 1982
POW/MIA – Public Awareness 1983
POW/MIA – Public Awareness January-June 1984
POW/MIA – Public Awareness July 1984
POW/MIA – Public Awareness August-November 1984
POW/MIA – Public Awareness November-December 1984
POW/MIA – Public Awareness January-May 1985
POW/MIA – Public Awareness June-July 1985
POW/MIA – Public Awareness August-October 1985
POW/MIA – Public Awareness November-December 1985
POW/MIA – Public Awareness January-June 1986
POW/MIA – Public Awareness July-August 1986
POW/MIA – Public Awareness September-December 1986
POW/MIA – Public Awareness January-July 1987
POW/MIA – Public Awareness July-August 1987
POW/MIA – Public Awareness September-December 1987
POW/MIA – Public Awareness January-March 1988
POW/MIA – Public Awareness April-December 1988
POW/MIA – Public Awareness – Gino Cassanova
POW/MIA – Public Awareness – Recognition Day July 20, 1984
POW/MIA – Public Awareness – Recognition Day September 19, 1986
POW/MIA – Public Awareness – Recognition Day September 18, 1987
POW/MIA – Public Awareness – Recognition Day September 16, 1988
POW/MIA – Report on Trip of Codel Hatfield
POW/MIA – Report on U.S.-Vietnamese Talks on POWs/MIAs
POW/MIA – Singapore
POW/MIA – Soviet Union
POW/MIA – Soviet Union – POWs/MIAs
POW/MIA – Speeches (1)-(5)
POW/MIA – Strategy
POW/MIA – Study
Technical Meetings
POW/MIA Technical Meetings: November 1982-December 1984
POW/MIA Technical Meetings: January-November 1985 (1)(2)
POW/MIA Technical Meetings: January-December 1986 (1)(2)
POW/MIA Technical Meetings: January-December 1987
POW/MIA Technical Meetings: January-February 1988
POW/MIA Technical Meetings: March 1988
POW/MIA Technical Meetings: April-May 1988
POW/MIA Technical Meetings: June-July 1988
POW/MIA Technical Meetings: August-September 1988
POW/MIA Technical Meetings: October 1988 (1)-(3)
POW/MIA Technical Meetings: November 1988 (1)(2)
POW/MIA Technical Meetings: December 1988
POW/MIA Technical Meetings: Laos
POW/MIA – Tomb of the Unknown 1)-(4)
POW/MIA U.S.-Lao Negotiations (1)-(3)
POW/MIA U.S.-Lao Negotiations - Pakse Excavation Lao Negotiations (1)-(5)
POW/MIA U.S.-Lao Negotiations - Post-Pakse (1)-(6)
POW/MIA U.S.-Lao Negotiations - Laos - Savannakhet
POW/MIA U.S.-Lao Negotiations - Laos - Post-Savannakhet (1)-(6)
POW/MIA U.S.-Lao Negotiations - Laos - Savannakhet II
POW/MIA U.S.-Lao Negotiations - Laos - Post-Savannakhet II (1)-(3)
POW/MIA U.S.-Lao Negotiations - Laos - Xepone Sites
POW/MIA U.S.-Vietnam Negotiations (1)-(6)

Executive Secretariat, NSC: Records: Subject File
POW/MIA Volume I 01/20/1981-07/31/1984 (1)-(4)

Executive Secretariat, NSC: Records: System Files
NSC Casefile 8490165

Kimmitt, Robert: Files
Box 90289
POW/MIA Data (1)-(8)

Box 90299
Legal: POW/MIA 08/10/1981-09/15/1981
Legal: POW/MIA 09/16/1981-11/02/1981
Legal: POW/MIA 11/24/1981-12/31/1981
Legal: POW/MIA 01/01/1982-01/12/1982
Legal: POW/MIA 01/13/1982-01/29/1982
Legal: POW/MIA 01/30/1982-02/17/1982

Box 90300
Legal: POW/MIA 1980-July 1981 (2)
Legal: POW/MIA 1980-July 1981 (9)

Sable, Ronald K.: Files (NSC)
RAC Box 8
MIA/POW (1)-(4)